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Ultrathin silicon-on-insulator vertical tunneling transistor
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We have fabricated silicon-on-insulator~SOI! transistors with an ultrathin Si channel of;5 nm,
tunneling gate oxide of;1 nm, and 100 nm gate length. In addition to good transistor
characteristics, these same devices exhibit additional functionality at low temperature. The drain
currentI D exhibits steps near the turn-on threshold voltage as a function of the backgateVBG bias
on the substrate. When operated as a gate-controlled tunneling device, with source shorted to drain
andI G originating from tunneling from the gate to the channel, we observe structure in theI G(VBG)
due to resonant tunneling into the quantized channel subbands. In the future, as SOI device
fabrication improves and the buried oxide thickness is reduced, these quantum effects will become
stronger and appear at lowerVBG, offering the prospect of ultralarge scale integration-compatible
devices with standard transistor operation or quantum functionality depending on the electrode
biasing. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1600832#
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Silicon-on-insulator~SOI! transistors built in thin fully
depleted Si channels on top of an insulating buried oxide
predicted by the various technology roadmaps1 to take over
from bulk Si complementary metal–oxide–semiconduc
~CMOS! devices over the next few years, leading to an o
going debate about an appropriate double-gate SOI trans
architecture.2 At the same time, the ongoing miniaturizatio
of SOI devices, with available Si channel and gate insula
thicknesses dropping to the nanoscale, is opening the do
quantum effect devices based on tunneling and/or cha
quantization fabricated in and integrable with mainstre
CMOS. This is significant because it appears increasin
unlikely that any incompatible quantum effect architectu
will make inroads against the rapidly evolving CMO
technology.3 To date, most of the work in CMOS-compatib
tunneling transistors has focused on quantum dots repla
the usual channel,4–6 wherein the tunneling into discrete lev
els combined with Coulomb charging produces a shar
peakedI D(VG) characteristic. Here we report on a devic
produced by a conventional technological process, that c
bines standardI D(VG) curves under ordinary transistor bia
ing and a backgate controlled tunneling currentI G(VBG)
when operated in the quantum capacitance mode.7

One of the most widely studied quantum effect devic
is the resonant tunneling~RT! structure, where strongly non
linear current–voltageI (V) characteristics and negative di
ferential resistance~NDR! arise due to carrier tunneling se
lection rules into a reduced dimensionality density of sta
@a quantum well ~QW! or dot confined by tunneling
barriers#.8,9 The difficulty with Si-based RT structures ha
been the absence of sufficiently high heteroepitaxial barri
Technologically compatible strained Si/SiGe pseudomorp

a!Electronic mail: alexanderIzaslavsky@brown.edu
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RT structures10,11 operate with tunneling barriers in the 0.2
0.3 eV range, leading to low-temperature operation a
much less pronounced NDR—suitable for spectroscopy
confined states in SiGe QWs and dots,12,13 but problematic
for devices. Other Si-based resonant tunneling structures
volve exotic materials, such as CaF2 .14 In this letter, we
report on a tunneling structure with SiO2 barriers built in the
standard SOI transistor geometry withLG50.1 mm gate
length, shown in Fig. 1~a!. The key difference is that the S
channel is thinned down to;5 nm, to foster quantization in
the channel, and the gate oxide is reduced to;1 nm to create
a tunneling barrier. Despite these stringent criteria, these
vices exhibit good transistorI D(VG) and I D(VBG) curves at
both room and cryogenic temperatures@VBG refers to biasing
the substrate under the buried oxide, see Fig. 1~a!#. At low
temperature we observe two quantum effects. First, the d
current I D(VBG) at small VD exhibits clear steps near th
threshold, corresponding to channel subbands becom
available for charge transport, indicating sufficient unifo
mity of the Si channel over the entire active region under
gate. Second, when the device is operated in a purely tun
ing mode—source shorted to drain, with drain current d
only to tunneling from the gate—we observe structure in
I D(VBG) due to the changing alignment of the quantiz
channel subbands with the occupied states in the gate
predicted by the quantum capacitance mechanism7 and first
observed in III–V structures.15

The devices were fabricated on an 8 in. silicon line
LETI-CEA on standard UNIBOND SOI substrates~400 nm
of buried oxide! using an existing CMOS mask set. The a
tive region Si was thinned to 50 nm using repeated sacrifi
oxidation and removal and then locally thinned to;5 nm in
the gate region.16 The thermal gate oxide was kept as thin
possible by densifying the native oxide, resulting in;1 nm
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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SiO2. After in situ doped poly-Si gate material (P-doped to
;1019 cm23 range!, the device followed standard transist
processing with low-energy~3 keV! As source/drain im-
plants. The dimensions of the transistors reported here w
gate lengthLG50.1mm and width of 10mm. The fabrication
sequence was simulated on Silvaco software, using the a
implantation and activation anneal parameters. The resu
cross-sectional view of the device is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!.

Standard transistorI D(VG ,VBG50) characteristics for
VD50.1 V are shown in Fig. 1~b! for T5300, 77, and 4.2 K.
Because ofn1-poly gate material, the thresholdVT,0, but
otherwise the room-temperature characteristics show g
subthreshold slope and acceptable drain-induced barrier
ering ~compareVD50.1, 0.6 V atT5300 K!. Detailed per-
formance analysis of these devices as standard transi
will be published elsewhere.17 Once the channel is deplete
with VG,VT , an even more negativeVG results in a slowly
increasing and relatively temperature-insensitive tunne
current through the ultrathin gate oxide. Given the SOI
ometry, the transistor can also be turned on using the s
strate backgate voltageVBG . Figure 1~c! shows the room-
temperatureI D(VBG ,VG520.8 V) curve atVD50.1 V.

At T54.2 K, below the thresholdVG<20.1 V and at
small VD51 mV, I D exhibits clear current steps as the tra
sistor is turned on byVBG , as shown in Fig. 2. These step
which persist in a weaker fashion toT577 K, correspond to
quantized subbands in the Si channel being pulled down
low the source Fermi level. As is clear from Fig. 2, changi
front-gateVG shifts theI D(VBG) curve along theVBG axis:

FIG. 1. ~a! Cross-sectional view of the device: the Si channel thickn
under the gate is;5 nm thick, the front gate oxide is;1 nm. Grayscale
contours show the 1019, 1018, and 1017 cm23 doping contours in the source
and drain extensions, the channel under the gate is essentially undope~b!
StandardI D(VG) transfer characteristics atT5300, 77, and 4.2 K for
VD50.1 V ~and 0.6 V atT5300 K, dashed line!, VBG50. ~c! Backgate
I D(VBG) transistor characteristics forVD50.1 V, VG520.8 V atT5300 K.
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for DVG512.5 mV, the correspondingDVBG;0.6 V due to
ratio of the buried oxide thickness to the combination of t
oxide and Si channel thicknesses—see inset of Fig. 2.
results of Fig. 2 are quite similar to the Si quantum d
transistors,4–6 except that in dots theI D exhibits sharp peaks
followed by NDR regions corresponding to tunneling in
discrete states, whereas here we have tunneling into e
tively two-dimensional~2D! subbandsEn in the channel.
Since these 2D subbands contain higher-energy states c
sponding to in-plane motion, the NDR is weakened by i
purity and phonon scattering-assisted tunneling into th
states.18 Also, inhomogeneities in the Si channel thickne
and the SiO2 /Si interface are certain to broadenEn and,
hence, theI D(VBG) steps.

Figure 3 illustrates the quantum capacitance mode
operation of this device. The gate is grounded and acts as

s

FIG. 2. Drain currentI D(VBG) characteristic atT54.2 K andVD51 mV for
several values ofVG,VT . The current steps correspond to the population
quantized subbandsEn in the channel under the gate. Inset of Fig. 2 plots t
VBG position of the first current step vsVG .

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic vertical band diagram through the device midpo
under bias, indicating the electron tunneling into the quantized Si cha
~only the lowest subbandE1 is shown! and their subsequent lateral extra
tion via the ~shorted! source and drain contacts. Control of the tunneli
currentI G via VBG is due to the penetration of the electric field through t
Si channel, which alters the alignment ofE1 with poly-Si gateEF . ~b!
Tunneling I G(VBG) characteristic atT54.2 K for VS5VD50.2 V ~arrow
marks the transconductanceg[]I G /]VBG minimum!, together with
smoothedg(VBG) for variousVS5VD50.2–0.35 V.
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‘‘emitter,’’ the source and drain electrodes are shorted a
biased to aVD , andI G is modulated by the substrate voltag
VBG .7 The schematic vertical band diagram through the m
point of the device and the tunneling current is shown in F
3~a!, with the ;1 nm gate oxide acting as the thin first ba
rier, the buried oxide acting as an impenetrable second
rier, and the thinned Si channel acting as the QW contain
2D subbandsEn ~only E1 is shown!. Electrons tunnel from
then1-poly-Si gate intoE1 and are extracted laterally via th
source and drain contacts. The tunnelingI G is the only cur-
rent component in this biasing mode~no measurable sub
strate leakage is observed for anyVBG). As in all RT struc-
tures, this tunnelingI G depends on the alignment ofE1 with
the occupied states in the gate—see Fig. 3~a!. Three-terminal
operation is achieved viaVBG , which induces an electric
field and alters the alignment between the channel and
gate.7,9 In principle, onceE1 is lowered below the bottom o
the occupied states in the gate electrode,I G is cut off by the
energy and transverse momentum conservation.8 This should
lead to a negative transconductance,g[]I G /]VBG,0, but
the effect is weakened by energy or transverse momen
nonconserving tunneling, as well as broadening ofE1 due to
Si channel nonuniformity and the possible inhomogene
broadening of the emitter states in the gate electrode du
quantum-size energy shifts in small poly-Si grains.19

The first observation of this phenomenon in a Si-ba
device is shown in Fig. 3~b!, where we plot theI G(VBG) and
the transconductance]I G /]VBG for VG50 andVD ranging
0.2–0.35 V (VS5VD). As VBG is increased from 0, the
backgate transconductanceg[]I G /]VBG for any given
value ofVD first increases and then drops, with one or mo
~at higherVD) clear minima in-between. The initial increas
of g with VBG corresponds to theVBG-induced lowering of
E1 with respect to the gate, leading to a higher tunnelingI G .
The eventual drop ing at largeVBG @that is, the near satu
ration of I G as VBG exceeds;15 V at VD50.2 V, see Fig.
3~b!#, corresponds to a large carrier density being establis
in the Si channel. The tunneling oxide emitter barrier is th
completely screened from the electric field produced
VBG . The minima ing at intermediateVBG corresponds to
the E1 subband going out of alignment with the occupi
states in the gate. The actual alignment of the 2D subba
with the gate is a complex electrostatic problem that will
the subject of future study.

In estimating the potential impact of such devices, it
worth noting that an analogous RT structure was origina
fabricated in a III–V heterostructure by Morkoç an
co-workers.15 There, both barriers were AlGaAs, with
much thicker second barrier ensuring the isolation betw
the GaAs QW and the substrate. The main technical d
culty in the III–V implementation was making good conta
to the QW without leakage to the substrate. This problem
absent in SOI devices, where the buried oxide is essent
impenetrable. For the current generation of UNIBOND su
strates, the requiredVBG to shift quantized subbands in the
channel runs to.10 V because of the 400-nm-thick burie
oxide, but much thinner buried oxides will become availa
as SOI transistors are scaled down.
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To summarize, we have fabricated proof-of-concept S
resonant tunneling transistors, that combine standard tran
tor I D(VG) transfer characteristics at largeVD with backgate
control of the tunneling currentI G(VBG) as the source and
drain are shorted and the front gate is used as the emitte
the resulting RT structure. For now, the features in the t
neling transconductance are pronounced atT54.2 K, but
with improved fabrication techniques the operating tempe
ture will increase. As a result, our tunneling transistors off
at least in principle, the prospect of enhancing silicon in
grated circuits with SOI quantum tunneling devices featur
functionally useful nonlinear and NDR characteristics.
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